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Traditional Media Coverage Highlights

From February 2015 – February 2016, Canadian PR garnered 109 online articles, 35 

print articles, 4 TV appearance and 9 radio spots for a total reach of over 93,000,000. 
(*does not include July and August 2015, no proactive media outreach)

Coverage Highlights

• The Globe and Mail x 6; Canada’s leading business daily

• CBC x 4; Canada’s leading broadcast/news station 

• Canadian Business / PROFIT Magazine x 7; Canada’s leading business magazine 

• Canadian Press article which was picked up by the majority of media outlets across 

Canada

• Monthly articles in leading startup online source, TechVibes

• Major coverage in local markets for NCOs 

All articles a result of proactive media outreach. 
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Consistently Strong Regus Ranking

In the past 12 months of active PR efforts, Canada ranked #1 versus all other 

countries in media coverage results across 4 different months, and ranked in the top 

3 across 6 months. 

Low Cost per Contact

The Cost Per Contact value (CPC) is calculated by dividing the total program cost 

(budget) by total reach according to MRP. A successful campaign costs $0.05. Our 

ongoing PR efforts for the year (February 2015 – 2016) cost a miniscule $0.0006.

Providing Exceptional Value
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The Case for PR
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The Coverage Lifecycle in 2016

Globe and Mail publishes article on 

work flexibility in print and online. It 

reaches 500K readers in print and 

6M online.

Online readers share the 

publication on various 

social medium.

Friends, co-workers, influencers 

and followers share and re-

share down the line, reaching 

hundreds and thousands more.

Online attention and coverage 

leads to better SEO – this 

influences brand awareness, 

credibility and, ultimately, sales.

Relationships and credibility 

are built with reporters and 

media.
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Source: http://www.slideshare.net/EdelmanInsights/2015-edelman-trust-barometer-canadian-findings

PR Produces Trustworthy Content

Compared to owned or paid sources, traditional media coverage and SEO are more 

trustworthy as unbiased third-party experts.

http://www.slideshare.net/EdelmanInsights/2015-edelman-trust-barometer-canadian-findings
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“Google started to place more importance on quality of the content, 

relevant content and premium sites linking to your site. Therefore, 

to appear high in Google’s results pages, you currently have to 

write and share insightful and appealing content and get links from 

great sites. However, if you work in public relations, it’ll be 

something you’re already familiar with. PR professionals target 

larger publications with great content linking to your site. These 

days, quality links and content has become the glue which binds 

search engine optimization and public relations together.”
Source: http://www.forbes.com/sites/johnrampton/2014/12/02/how-pr-and-seo-work-

together/#6c30388b5dcc

PR Drives SEO through Quality Sources

“SEO… is quickly dying. The more SEO entails, the 

more the umbrella term becomes useless in any 

meaningful context. For this reason, it is crucial that 

digital marketers learn as much as possible about 

traditional marketing and PR.”
Source: https://moz.com/blog/the-coming-integration-of-pr-and-seo
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/johnrampton/2014/12/02/how-pr-and-seo-work-together/#6c30388b5dcc
https://moz.com/blog/the-coming-integration-of-pr-and-seo
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Today, PR must understand the important role social media plays. It’s no longer only 

about getting a print article in the newspaper, which is later thrown in the recycling that 

same day. It’s about generating credible, shareable articles from a high authority 

sources online that will be engaged with and shared across multiple social channels.

Great PR coverage provides high-quality content that is shared by and to influencers 

and those who really care about the content.

PR Leads to Positive Social Media Attention
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Googling ‘Regus Canada’ produces the regus.ca website, followed directly by 3 key 

articles that lend third party credibility through leading Canadian sources (Globe and Mail 

and leading commercial real estate site, Renx.ca). 

These credible online sources help move prospective customers down the sales funnel.

Advancing SEO and Online Credibility
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Our online articles (not including Twitter) 

were shared on social media over 3,000 

times, reaching hundreds of thousands, if 

not millions of friends, readers and 

followers. The exact number of shares on 

Twitter is not trackable due to algorithms 

changes within the Twitter platform, but we 

can safely assume at least 3 times as 

many shares.
https://blog.twitter.com/2015/hard-decisions-for-a-

sustainable-platform

Typically, most publications tweet articles 

via their high domain authority social 

channels which generates wide reach, 

engagement and authority on social 

media. The Globe and Mail has a domain 

authority of 92, CBC 94, Canadian 

Business 75 (out of 100).

Driving Social Results
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https://blog.twitter.com/2015/hard-decisions-for-a-sustainable-platform
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PR Coverage
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CBC article garners 340 

original social shares (not 

including Twitter)

CBC News
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Wayne Berger is interviewed by CBC Toronto News (reaching 800K viewers) about 

working flexibly during the Pan Am games.

The segment also aired twice on Toronto’s most popular morning radio station, CBC 

Metro Morning reaching over 1M people.

CBC Broadcast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9EP6BQlCSI
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Techvibes, the leading startup 

tech platform in Canada, 

publishes a Regus article bi-

monthly. This publication has 

120K followers on Twitter, and 

typically includes a link to 

Regus’s website. Shares and 

re-tweets reach thousands 

more.

Techvibes
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@GlobeSmallBiz tweets 

article to 77.3K followers and 

includes @RegusCanada

twitter handle.

The Globe and Mail
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@CB_PROFIT tweets article 

to 8,751 followers and 

includes @RegusCanada

twitter handle.

Profit Magazine
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@CTVKitchener tweets 

broadcast to 107K followers.

CTV News
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Canadian Press

Canadian Press runs Regus workplace trends article and it is picked up by dozens of 

outlets, including the most influential tier 1 outlets in the country.
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…and it turns into a Twitter storm
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New Vancouver Centre

The leading business paper in Vancouver 

(48k business readers) picks up the story 

and interviews Wayne Berger.

Purpose: Announce New Centre Opening in Vancouver

The same reporter talks about Regus Canada 

moving into MNP Tower on Global TV Vancouver’s 

business newscast with a reach of 611,500.

BIV tweets article to its 28.6K followers, and leads to lots of 

engagement and tweets for @reguscanada and its employees. 
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New Waterloo Centre

A new Waterloo centre garners online 

and print coverage in the local paper…
…CTV Kitchener News at 6PM and 

11PM with a reach of 600K…

…and commercial 

real estate news 

source, Renx.ca
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CTV Kitchener tweets story to their 107K 

followers RENX tweets to their 9k CRE followers

New Waterloo Centre
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…and the original RENX story is picked up and summarized by Globe and Mail a week 

later in their ‘Property Metrics’ special, including a full summary of Regus. 

New Waterloo Centre
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Glossary
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MRP®

The measurement standard for earned media coverage in Canada. Developed by the 

Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS), this system is designed to make it easy 

for communications professionals to measure, evaluate and report the results of 

media relations efforts.

Domain Authority

A metric (scored out of 100) developed by Moz, that gives some indication of how 

influential a website is in search engines and is often used by search agencies to 

give their clients an indication of the quality of their link building efforts. 

http://faq.coveragebook.com/knowledge_base/topics/what-is-domain-authority

SEO

Search engine optimization is the process of affecting the visibility of a website or a 

web page in a search engine's unpaid results, often referred to as "natural," "organic," 

or "earned" results. - Wikipedia

Glossary of Terms

http://faq.coveragebook.com/knowledge_base/topics/what-is-domain-authority

